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Todd Thibaud from Boston, Massachusetts is one of the veterans of the Blue Rose label. The smooth-yet-

powerful voiced singer-songwriter captured the hearts of German and European music lovers back in 1997 with 

his debut album Favorite Waste Of Time, chock-full of irresistibly melancholic ballads and melody-laden roots-

rockers. Since then his heartfelt, charismatic vocals, strong harmonies, Westcoast-inspired blend of acoustic & 

electric guitars and his punchy mix of heartland & prairie rock have made him a perennial favorite and a true 

master of hooky songcraft. 

Todd & his band toured Germany in March 2009 on the heels of his 5
th

 studio album Broken which was focused 

on some more introspective, thoughtful songs. However, his first band tour of Germany after a five-year hiatus 

was not lacking in energy. Lanky mandolin player Sean Staples has for many years played a crucial role for 

Thibaud’s sound. Electric guitarist Thomas Juliano who had accompanied Todd on his first tour of Germany was 

back in the band, bringing great musicianship and a sympathetic presence to the stage. The new rhythm section 

of Joe Klompus on bass and Pete Caldes on drums rounded out the typical Todd Thibaud sound – the entire band 

was in great shape on this tour. The highlight of which was their appearance at the Rockpalast/Crossroads 

festival on March 26, 2009 at Harmonie in Bonn which was recorded in excellent audio and video quality. The 

20-song set list relies heavily on songs from Broken like “Drifting”, “Changing Now”, “Blue Skies Back” or 

“Stone That I Can’t Roll” but doesn’t forego Todd’s classics like Is It Love?“, „Anywhere“, „Little Mystery“, 

„Three Words“ and „Dragging Me Down“. The final encore after almost 90 minutes was a cover of the Rolling 

Stones gem “Dead Flowers”. 

This excellent, powerful gig is a wonderful representation of a Todd Thibaud concert - now presented in its 

entirety in crystal clear stereo sound and high-definition video on a 2-CD/DVD set. 

Tracklist: 

CD 1: 

1. Drifting 

2. Changing Now 
3. Is It Love? 

4. Louisiana 

5. Three Words 

6. Broken 
7. Anywhere 

8. Sweet Destiny 

9. On My Own Again 

10. Little Mystery 
CD 2: 

1. I Go On 

2. Isn't Love My Friend 

3. Blue Sjies Back 
4. Man That I Am 

5. Stone I Can't Roll 

6. Simple Man 

7. You & Me 
8. Dragging Me Down 

9. Finding Out 

10. Dead Flowers 

DVD: 
complete CD setlist 
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